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Abstract
Oriented and unoriented M13 coat protein, incorporated into dimyristoyl phosphatidylcholine bilayers, has been studied
by 13 C-magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance (MAS NMR) spectroscopy. Rotational resonance experiments
provided two distance constraints between CK and CNO positions of the labelled residues Val-29/Val-30 (0.4 þ 0.5nm) and
Val-29/Val-31 (0.45 þ 0.5nm) in its hydrophobic domain. The derived dihedral angles (x, 8) for Val-30 revealed a local
K-helical conformation. 13 C-CP-MAS experiments on uniformly aligned samples (MAOSS experiments) using the 13 CNO
labelled site of Val-30 allowed the determination of the helix tilt (20³ þ 10³) in the membrane. It is shown that one uniform
MAS high-resolution solid state NMR approach can be used to obtain structural and orientational data. ß 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
M13 coat protein (5240 Da, 50 residues) has been
studied extensively due to the intriguing requirement
that it has to adapt to three di¡erent environments,
in the bacteriophage as a coat protein, in the inner
Escherichia coli plasma membrane as membrane protein and after synthesis across the cytoplasm prior
membrane insertion. The protein sequence (Fig. 1)
can be divided into three regions; an acidic domain
of 20 residues, a hydrophobic domain of 19 and a
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basic domain of 11 amino acids [1]. The hydrophobic
region is believed to span the cytoplasmic membrane
of the target cell [2].
X-ray di¡raction has shown a complete K-helical
secondary structure of M13 in the intact phage particle, with the overall helix axis approximately parallel to the ¢lamental axis [3]. A disordered helical
structure for residues 40^45 of the closely related
fd-coat protein has been found by solid-state nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) [4], which agrees well
with di¡raction studies in which a slightly twisted
helix is observed [5]. The membrane-bound form of
the coat protein has been studied extensively resulting in the construction of several structural models.
The coat protein dissolved in detergent micelles and
bilayers has been described as an arrangement of
dimers with a large fraction of K-helix and L-sheet
[6,7] but also as a predominantly K-helical monomer
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Fig. 1. Amino acid sequence of major coat protein M13. Three domains are found: an acidic N-terminus of 20 residues, a hydrophobic domain 19 residues and a basic C-terminus of 11 residues. Charged, polar amino acids are labelled with *. Two samples were prepared, each with a pair of 13 CK-13 CNO labels in Val-29/Val-30 and Val-29/Val-31, as indicated below the sequence. The distances
[K29,30] and [29,K31] de¢ne the dihedral angles x and 8 of Val-30.

[9], depending upon the isolation and puri¢cation
procedures used [9]. A form in which the protein
adopts a L-sheet structure has also been found [10],
but only the K-helical monomeric form is used in the
present study.
The membrane bound form of the closely related
fd-coat protein has been characterized by combining
two-dimensional liquid-state and solid-state NMR
suggesting a long hydrophobic helix crossing the
membrane and a shorter amphipathic helix which
lies in the plane of the bilayer [8]. Dynamic studies
on fd as well as M13 coat protein revealed that the
hydrophobic, transmembrane domain is motionally
restricted on the relevant NMR time-scales, while
the amphipathic helix is less restricted [11^14].
Here, magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR is used
to determine local conformation and orientation of
the hydrophobic core of M13 coat protein in the
lipid bilayer.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Rotational resonance NMR
Rotational resonance NMR spectroscopy can be
used to determine internuclear distances in solids
[15]. It is based on the measurement of the homonu-

clear dipole-dipole interaction, which is proportional
to rIS 33 , where rIS is the internuclear distance:


W 0 Q I Q SG
1
bIS  3
4Z
r3IS
Although the direct dipole-dipole coupling is attenuated during MAS, it reappears when the sample
spinning rate gr is adjusted to satisfy the condition
v giso = ngr , where vgiso is the isotropic chemical
shift di¡erence and n a small integer (1,2,3 etc.). Reintroducing the dipolar coupling leads to an enhancement of Zeeman magnetization exchange, which can
easily be measured [15^17].
2.2. MAS NMR on oriented systems
While rotational resonance experiments on unoriented samples provide detailed and precise information about local conformation, NMR experiments on
oriented membranes provide additional orientation
constraints. It has been shown that MAS applied
to ordered systems, such as oriented bacteriorhodopsin, is a feasible approach to study orientations of
molecular groups in membrane proteins [18,19]. Uniformly aligned samples on glass disks can be ¢xed in
a MAS rotor so that the sample director reference
frame and the rotor frame are identical. If the spinning rate gr is smaller than the chemical shift aniso-
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tropy, spinning sidebands will appear equally spaced
by gr about the isotropic chemical shift resonance
line. Each sideband intensity IN is a function of orientation and principal elements of the chemical shift
tensor [20^22]. Knowledge of the protein secondary
structure permits the de¢nition of an intermediate,
molecular-¢xed reference frame, which provides a
relationship between the chemical shift tensor orientation and the molecular orientation with respect to
the membrane plane. Protein orientation and position within the anisotropic membrane environment
can so be determined.
2.3. Sample preparation
2.3.1. Materials
L-K-Dimyristoyl phosphatidylcholine (DMPC) was
obtained from Sigma (UK) and used without further
puri¢cation. L-K-DMPC-d67 was obtained from
Avanti Polar Lipids (USA). Two doubly 13 C labelled
samples of M13 coat protein were synthesized using
standard solid-phase FMOC chemistry (NSR Centre,
Nijmegen, The Netherlands). Asp-5 was replaced by
Asn. The labelled positions in the ¢rst sample
(M13[K29,30]) were (2-13 C) in Val-29 and (1-13 C) in
Val-30 and in the second (M13[29,K31]) (1-13 C) in
Val-29 and (2-13 C) in Val-31, as illustrated in Fig.
1. The purity of the synthesized peptide was found
to be over 90% as measured by HPLC and mass
spectroscopy.
2.3.2. Sample preparation
The protocol for incorporation of M13 coat protein into DMPC bilayers at a lipid to protein molar
ratio of 30:1 was adapted from methods described
before [23]. The peptide was dissolved in TFA (10 mg
peptide in 200 Wl TFA) to break up any aggregates.
After the removal of TFA under a stream of nitrogen, 5 ml of TFE were added to resuspend the protein ¢lm and evaporated to remove any traces of
acidic TFA. The ¢lm was then dissolved in 0.5 ml
of TFE and subsequently reconstitution bu¡er (10
mM NaH2 PO4 , 0.2 mM EDTA, 140 mM NaCl,
150 mM sodium cholate at pH 7.8) was added in
0.5 ml aliquots under vortexing to obtain a clear
solution of 8 ml volume in total. The desired amount
of DMPC lipid was solubilized in 3 ml of reconstitution bu¡er, added to the M13 solution and vig-
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orously mixed. After incubation (30 min, 30³C) the
solution was ¢lled in an appropriate dialysis tube
and subsequently dialyzed (2 weeks, 4³C) against 1 l
of dialysis bu¡er (reconstitution bu¡er without cholate) where 500 ml bu¡er were replaced every 24 h.
After complete reconstitution, the vesicles were pelleted, resuspended in dialysis bu¡er and layered on a
linear sucrose gradient (0^40% w/w). Centrifugation
(12 h, 4³C; 90 000Ug) in a SW28 swinging bucket
rotor (Beckman, USA) produced a single layer at
22% w/w sucrose indicating a homogeneously reconstituted sample. The layer was recovered and the
sucrose removed by several washing steps in reconstitution bu¡er. The lipid-protein molar ratio was
determined by standard phosphate and protein assays. Incorporation of the protein in an K-helical
form [23] was checked by CD-measurements (Jasco,
USA). Trials to obtain pure L-sheet conformation
were not successful.
For rotational resonance NMR experiments, sample pellets (40 mg lipid and protein) were centrifuged
into a Bruker 4 mm MAS rotor after some freezethaw cycles. Oriented M13 samples for magic angle
oriented sample spinning (MAOSS) experiments
were prepared by covering precisely cut glass disks
(5.4 mm diameter, 0.1 mm thickness, Marienfelde
GmbH) with peptide/lipid complex (0.3 mg in 25 Wl
diluted bu¡er solution). To decrease the lipid background signal in CP-MAS experiments, DMPC-d67
was used for reconstitution. Some bulk water was
allowed to evaporate (24 h at 4³C). Macroscopic
order in the sample was pre-checked using polarized
light microscopy. Disks (80) were stacked on top of
each other and rehydrated in a sealed container (93%
relative humidity using saturated NH4 H2 PO4 solution at 30³C [24]) over 5 days. Finally, the disks
were transferred into Bruker 7 mm MAS rotors.
KelF inserts were placed on top of the disks in the
MAS rotor.
Sample orientation and stability was monitored by
static 31 P NMR before and after the MAS experiments. No changes in the spectral lineshape were
detected. The mosaic spread vL was typically between þ 10 and þ 20³.
2.4. NMR experiments
All NMR experiments were performed at 100.63
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MHz for 13 C and 400.13 for 1 H on Bruker MSL-400
and Avance-400 spectrometers. Rotational resonance
data were acquired using a double resonance Bruker
4 mm probe. Typical 90³ pulse lengths were 4 and
6 Ws for 13 C and 1 H, respectively. Cross polarization
was accomplished using a ramped-amplitude contact
pulse sequence. A CP contact time of 2.5 ms, a repetition delay time of 2.0 s and a decoupling power of
60 kHz were applied. The carbonyl resonance was
selectively inverted by applying a DANTE sequence
[25] followed by the free evolution of the spin system
for a variable mixing time d (0^40 ms) under strong
proton decoupling. Although many attempts were
undertaken to observe magnetization exchange trajectories at n = 1 rotational resonance condition
which corresponds at the used ¢eld of 9.8 T to a
spinning rate of gr = 11146.5 Hz, it was not possible
to stabilize the rotor at this speed within a su¤cient
rotor speed accuracy over a necessary period of time.
Experiments at higher orders of resonance however,
were possible without problems. The spinning rate
was controlled to within þ 2 Hz. Temperature was
regulated by a Bruker BT3000 temperature control
unit. Experiments were performed at temperatures
between 243 and 310 K. CP-MAOSS experiments
were performed on a Bruker 7 mm double resonance
probe at 243 K. Sample stability was checked before
and after sample spinning by static 1 H and 31 P
NMR. The chemical shielding tensors were characterized by sideband analysis from low speed MAS
spectra of unoriented M13/DMPC-d67 complex.
For both 13 CK, ciso = 64.3 ppm, N = 310.70 ppm
and R = 0.3 were found. The 13 CNO tensors are
characterized by ciso = 175.1 ppm, N = 376.50 ppm
and R = 0.96. Spectra were analyzed using Felix (Biosym). Numerical simulations were performed on Silicon Graphics INDY 5600 workstations as described
before [19]. Intensities of the 13 CNO and 13 CK resonances were determined by integration. A natural
abundance correction was performed by analyzing
the spectrum of unlabelled M13 coat protein.
3. Results
3.1. Determination of internuclear distances
A

13

C-CP-MAS spectrum of M13[K29,30] in

Fig. 2. 13 C-CP-MAS NMR spectrum at 100.63 MHz of
M13[K29,30], reconstituted in DMPC bilayers (L/P = 30; 10 mg
peptide, 40 mg lipid) at 25³C and gr = 11 000 Hz.

DMPC bilayers is shown in Fig. 2. The resonances
arising from (2-13 C)-Val29 and (1-13 C)-Val30 are labelled. Magnetization exchange experiments were
performed at various temperatures in order to evaluate the e¡ect of molecular motions. If a labelled
molecule undergoes fast anisotropic reorientations,
the bipolar coupling would be projected onto the
long axis and analyzing rotational resonance e¡ects
would yield an incorrect distance. Here, no signi¢cant di¡erence in the magnetization exchange rate at
temperatures between 243 and 293 K was found,
which corresponds to the NMR dynamic studies on
M13 suggesting that the hydrophobic domain (res.
21^39) is motionally restricted on the NMR time
scale [11^14]. Zeeman magnetization exchange trajectories at n = 2 resonance condition and at T = 4³C
for the samples M13[K29,30] and M13[29,K31] are
shown in Fig. 3. The di¡erence magnetization
GIz 3Sz f of both resonances is plotted over the mixing
time. A signi¢cant signal decay is observed for both
samples over a mixing time of d = 40 ms, which can
be analyzed following a formalism published previously [26]. However, at higher orders of rotational
resonance, not only the chemical shift tensors principal elements but also their orientation in£uence the
magnetization exchange trajectory. A careful data
analysis is therefore necessary in order to avoid assumptions about a certain molecular conformation.
Five Euler angles describe the orientation of both
chemical shielding tensors with respect to each other
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Fig. 3. Magnetization exchange curves for M13[K29,30] and M13[29,K31] at n = 2 rotational resonance condition. The di¡erence magnetization GIz 3Sz f of both spin pairs is plotted over the mixing time. All experimental points are plotted with error bars. An o¡ resonance exchange curve for M13[K29,30] does not show any decay, while on resonance, a magnetization exchange is observed. Data
were analyzed by ¢tting the relative tensor orientations and TZQ
within certain limits and for a set of ¢xed distances to the exchange
2
curves (see text for details). This procedure yields a distance of 0.4 þ 0.05 nm for [K29,30] and 0.45 þ 0.05 nm for [29,K31] without
making any assumptions about relative shielding tensor orientations.

and with respect to the molecular frame MF. Since
the chemical shift anisotropy of CK is much smaller
and nearly symmetrical when compared to CNO, the
molecular frame MF can be chosen to be identical
with the principal axis system of CK and with the
dipolar coupling tensor. This leaves ¢ve unknown
in the data analysis; three Euler angles, the dipolar
coupling and TZQ
(a phenomenological relaxation
2
parameter). A lower limit of 2 ms for the latter could
be estimated from the linewidth of 13 CK and 13 CNO
[16]. The experimental exchange curves were now
¢tted by stepping the distance rIS from 0.2 to
0.6 nm in 0.01 nm steps while searching for the
best ¢t for each step by varying the CNO tensor
orientation and TZQ
2 . This was done by the Monte
Carlo method and by combining the rotational resonance simulation algorithm with the CERN minimization library MINUIT [27].
The M2 value for each solution was used to compare ¢tting results for di¡erent distances with each

other. The result is plotted over the experimental
data in Fig. 3. It is shown that a best ¢t with
M2 v1034 can be obtained for distances of rIS =
0.4 þ 0.05 nm for M13[K29,30] and rIS = 0.45 þ 0.05
nm for M13[29,K31]. This approach allows n = 2 exchange curves to be analyzed without prior knowledge of a molecular structure, which is however re£ected in a larger error on the distances. Typical
¢tting results for TZQ
were between 3 and 8 ms,
2
which is in the range of values used throughout the
literature for comparable systems [28]. The e¡ect of
inhomogeneous linebroadening to the rotational resonance analysis has also been evaluated, but it was
found to be negligible within the determined error
limits [29].
The obtained distance constraints can be used to
calculate dihedral angles x and 8 for Val-30, as indicated in Fig. 1 [30]. The set of all possible angle
combinations was generated using the software Discover3/InsightII (Biosym, San Diego, CA, USA) and
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shielding tensor in Val-30 can so be described within
the protein allowing the helix orientation within the
membrane plane to be determined. The necessary
reference frame rotations from the chemical shift tensors principal axes system PAS to the molecular

Fig. 4. [x38]-contour map for Val-30: The NMR determined
distance constraints M13[K29,30] = 0.35 to 0.45 nm and
M13[29,K31] = 0.4 to 0.5 nm de¢ne an area of allowed x/8 angles (shaded), which covers the most favorable region for K-helical conformation (K), but excludes L-sheet structures (L).

is plotted over a Ramachandran plot created by ProCheck (Fig. 4). The shaded region de¢nes the angle
subset, which would agree with the obtained NMR
distance constraints. It can be seen that the most
favored region K, which corresponds to an K-helical
structure, agrees well with the NMR distance constraints, while a L-sheet conformation can be reliably
excluded.
3.2. Helix tilt angle determination
The orientation of the CNO shielding tensor for
all amino acids is intimately related to the amide
plane and the direction of the CNO bond [31^33].
The most shielded component c33 in extended, sheet
and helical conformation lies along the director of
the peptide plane (Fig. 5). The component that lies
close to the CNO bond is c22 . The least shielded
component also lies in the amide plane and is perpendicular to the CNO bond [34] and is an excellent
probe for protein structures, especially for determining the orientation of membrane protein subunits.
Since the rotational resonance experiments reveal
an K-helical secondary structure, a molecular reference frame MF can now be de¢ned with a z-axis ZM
as the helix long axis. The orientation of the 13 CNO

Fig. 5. Reference frames for a carbonyl labelled site in a protein backbone: Two Euler angles are needed to describe the rotations about c33 (KPM = 380^390³) and c22 (LPM = 85^90³),
which relate the principal axis system of the 13 CNO shielding
tensor to the peptide plane and so to the molecular reference
frame. V1 and V2 are the angles between the CNO bond vector
and c22 and ZM . The orientation of the helix with respect to
the membrane normal is given by the tilt angle LMD while an
additional rotation about ZM by KMD ¢xes the position of the
13
CNO label within the helix. The transformation form the director frame into the MAS rotor frame requires averaging over
KDR from 0 to 360³ to account for the two-dimensional distribution in the membrane, while remaining orientational disorder
vL is included by LDR = þ vL.
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Fig. 6. 13 C-CP-MAOSS NMR spectrum of M13 in DMPC-d67 (L/P = 30) at gr = 2000 Hz and T = 243 K (a). The best-¢t search (b)
for the spinning sideband pattern of 13 CNO in Val-29 was carried out in the KMD /LMD parameter space for di¡erent mosaic spread
values vL, which revealed a average helix tilt of 20³.

frame MF, from their to the director frame DF and
¢nally into the MAS rotor frame RF are indicated in
Fig. 5 and explained below.
3.3. PAS to MF
The angle V1 , that c22 makes with the CNO bond,
has been determined to be between 0 and 30³ from
single crystal studies and solid state NMR experi-

ments on various model compounds [31^33]. The
angle V2 in Fig. 5 relates the orientation of the
CNO bond vector with respect to the molecular
long axis ZM , which is close to being colinear to
the N-H bond vector. The angle between the CNO
and N-H bond in an ideal peptide plane is 3.7³ [35].
With these data, Euler angles KPM , LPM , which relate
the shielding tensor to the molecular frame MF have
been determined to be between 85 and 90³ for LPM
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and 380³ and 390³ for KPM . The angle QPM can
be set to 0³ since it describes the same rotation as
KMD .
3.4. MF to DF

3.5. DF to RF
The sample director frame is identical with the
MAS rotor frame (Fig. 5). However, averaging
over KDR and QDR are necessary to account for the
two-dimensional distribution within the oriented
samples and for unsynchronized data sampling. Additionally, a certain distribution vL of the local director axis ZD with respect to the rotor axis ZR
caused by some remaining disorder is best described
by a Gaussian probability distribution about
LDR = 0³ with a weighting factor of sinLDR [19,36]:

 
Z L DR
1
L 2
sin L d L
pDR L DR   M
exp 3
v
L
2
0
2
where M is an normalization constant.
The intensity of a MAS sideband IN , taking disorder and the two-dimensional distribution in a
membrane into account, is now formally described
as:
I N K PM ; L PM ; K MD ; L MD ; v L  
K

0

2Z

Z
dK DR

2

Dqi

6 PR  

2 X
2
X

The parameter of interest is the helix tilt angle
LMD . However, a second angle KMD is necessary
which describes rotation about the helix axis ZM
and which ¢xes the position of the 13 CNO label
within the helix. If the helix is parallel to the membrane director ZD , no KMD dependence of the
MAOSS spectrum would be observed, while in
case of rotation about ZM , all values KMD would
have the same probability. As before, the angle
QMD can be set to 0³ since it describes the same rotation as KDR .

Z

rotations are well described by Wigner rotation matrices:

0

2Z

Z
d Q DR

UpDR L DR UI N 6 PR 

v L

3v L

d L DR

3
4

with K being an integration constant. All subsequent

j32k32

2

2

Dqk 6 PM  Dkj

2

6 MD Dji

6 DR 

5

Explicit expressions for IN can be found elsewhere
[20,37]. A MAS spectrum of oriented M13[K29,30] is
shown in Fig. 6a. The spectrum was acquired at 2000
Hz spinning rate at a temperature of 243 K. The
isotropic chemical shift of the carbonyl signal of
Val-30 is surrounded by a set of spinning sidebands.
The best ¢t was found by scanning the KMD /LMD
parameter space for di¡erent degrees of disorder
(vL) as shown in the M2 -plot in Fig. 6b. It revealed
a helix tilt angle LMD = 20³ with KMD = 42³ and a
mosaic spread of 25³. It is important to analyze potential error sources in order to estimate the accuracy
of the obtained peptide tilt angle. The largest error
contributions arise from uncertainties in determining
the orientation and size of the 13 CNO shielding tensor. Their in£uence has been evaluated by varying
systematically the values while ¢tting the experimental spectrum. An error range of þ 10³ for LMD could
so be estimated.
The 13 C natural abundance of 1%, another potential error source, creates in this 50 residue protein a
spectral background of ca. 33%. However, the isotropic chemical shift of peptide backbone carbonyls
is distributed over a range of 172^177 ppm, so only a
broadening in the baseline of the MAS spinning sidebands would be expected. The natural abundance
adds to the experimental error but does not change
the result signi¢cantly. The same applies to the e¡ect
the di¡erent degrees of disorder would have. The
¢tting procedure would return the same result but
with larger uncertainty.
The measurements of carbonyl 13 C chemical shift
tensors in peptide planes could be complicated by
direct bipolar interactions to the adjacent 14 N nucleus [38,39]. Nitrogen-14 with a natural abundance
of 99.63% has a spin I = 1 and is thus a quadrupolar
nucleus. It has been shown that MAS fails to completely eliminate the coupling between 13 C and 14 N
and a residual bipolar coupling bres can be observed
in lower magnetic ¢elds [33,39,40] for which an ex-
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pression has been derived by Olivieri [41]:
3 bIS M
bres  3
20 g I
3 cos2 L EFG 31  R sin2 L EFG cos 2K EFG 

6

where bIS is the dipolar coupling between both nuclei, gI is the Larmor frequency of 14 N and M is the
quadrupolar coupling constant, M = e2 qQ/h. The angles KEFG and LEFG describe the orientation of the
bipolar coupling tensor with respect to the electric
¢eld gradient tensor frame. Splittings have been actually observed in ¢elds of up to 4.6 T [33,40] but the
expression above shows that the residual dipolar
coupling decreases with increasing ¢eld strength
(Larmor frequency). It can be concluded, that the
14
N-13 C coupling has a negligible in£uence on 13 C
NMR MAS spectra of amides for B0 v4.7 T [33].
Summarizing, it can be stated that the tilt of the
protein region around residues 29^31 is found to be
LMD = 20 þ 10³.
4. Discussion
Various studies on M13 and similar coat proteins
in lipid bilayers, detergents and organic solvents generally agree with the view that M13 coat protein is
largely K-helical under conditions similar to the in
vivo state in the cell plasma membrane, but our results represent a direct proof of K-helical conformation for residues 29^31 while the protein is in the
lipid bilayer [8,42^45]. Since the apolar domain of
M13 coat protein has the correct length to span the
hydrophobic core of the E. coli plasma membrane as
an K-helix, an orientation parallel to the membrane
normal has been suggested, which was proven by
static solid state NMR experiments on oriented
membranes [8]. It has been shown from the 15 N resonances of Leu-14, Tyr-24, Tyr-32 and Leu-41 of the
closely related fd-coat protein, that the hydrophobic
domain is approximately parallel and the acidic (Nterminal) domain approximately perpendicular to the
membrane normal [8,46]. The result of a slight helix
tilt with respect to the membrane normal con¢rms
and extends the model based on these ¢ndings. It
does not contradict previous work, since our angular
resolution for orientations about the membrane nor-
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mal is higher than for the methods (FTIR and static
NMR) used before [45,46]: The anisotropic chemical
shift gCS of 13 C or 15 N labelled sites in proteins in
oriented membranes, with the membrane normal
parallel to B0 observed by static NMR, is directly
related to the shielding tensor orientation and so to
the helix orientation with respect to the membrane:

g CS O 3 cos2 L PD 313 R sin2 L PD cos 2K PD

7

The highest angular resolution is achieved around
LPD = 54.7³, while the spectral response close to
LPD = 0³ is less sensitive. However, in a MAOSS experiment, the sample director is tilted to a = 54.7³,
which increases the sensitivity around LPD = 0³ remarkably. For the lower spectral resolution due to
complex lineshapes is accounted for by sample spinning which is refocusing all spectral intensity in narrow MAS sidebands.
Many known membrane-spanning K-helices tend
to be tilted at angles between 5³ and 40³ with a
mean of 20³ [47]. It has also been suggested [5] that
a tilt of the M13 coat protein in the membrane
would actually allow an easier insertion into the virion, in which the protein is tilted as well. Interestingly, the helix tilt angle of 20 þ 10³ with respect to
the membrane coincides with the tilt of 20³ of residues 28^32 in the bacteriophage with respect to the
phage long axis, as measured by static solid state
NMR [48], which would support the model suggested
by Marvin [5]. The relatively large mosaic spread vL
of þ 15³ obtained for the protein could arise partially
from conformational heterogeneity. The loop-hinge
region of the protein (residues 17^26) undergoes a
large structural change during phage assembly, as
the in-plane helix tilts nearly perpendicular to the
hydrophobic helix [12]. It has been suggested that
slightly di¡erent conformations might be tolerated
in the membrane bound form, which could cause a
certain distribution of the tilt angle of the transmembrane helix around residue 30 [49].
The aim of this study is to show that MAS NMR
spectroscopy on unoriented and oriented samples can
provide valuable information about local conformational and orientational details of selectively labelled
membrane proteins. The applicability of the MAOSS
approach for measuring the orientation of K-helical
peptides has been demonstrated by using the chemical shift anisotropy of the carbonyl group. It has
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been shown by using a MAS high-resolution solid
state NMR approach, that the transmembrane domain of M13 coat protein is K-helical and slightly
tilted with respect to the membrane normal, which
agrees with published data and extends the accepted
model [5].
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